[A case of hepatocellular carcinoma which could be diagnosed with Gd-EOB-DTPA enhanced MRI].
The patient was a 75-year-old female. In 2005, abdominal computer tomography (CT) revealed a 18 mm-in-diameter early enhanced lesion (tumor A) in S8, which was diagnosed as hemangioma of liver with abdominal simple MRI examination. However, abdominal computer tomography (CT) revealed a 16 mm-in-diameter early enhanced lesion (tumor B) near the tumor A to at S8 in April 2008. Both tumor A and tumor B led to a diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) with Gd-EOB-DTPA enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (tumor A was suspected to HCC with adipose components, and tumor B was suspected to HCC with bile excretion disorder). In July 2008, he received S8 partial hepatectomy at these hepatic tumors. In this resected specimen, a new lesion was detected as a 7 mm-in-diameter HCC, sandwiched in previous two tumors. Previous two tumors were diagnosed as well differentiated HCCs and a new lesion was diagnosed as moderately differentiated HCC. This patient is still alive with no recurrence after 14 months from hepatectomy. In conclusion, Gd-EOB-DTPA enhanced MRI might be useful in diagnosis of hepatic tumor characteristics.